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At this moment, Sky’s eyes were as sharp as knives as he continued to huff. A shimmering dagger with a cold
glint appeared in his hand. He was hesitating over whether to kill Shaun or not.

Shaun’s eyes widened. Both eyes were full of red bloodshots and even the blood inside his eyes was about to
spill out. His eyes were fixed on Sky as he firmly shouted, “I am a Guardian of Divine Constabulary, how
dare you harbour the intention to kill me?”

Soraya suddenly made a horizontal step at this moment, standing in front of Shaun and screamed, “Murdering
a Guardian is a great crime, you should think it through! When my grandfather looks into this, your entire
family line will be guilty by association!”

At the same time, Shaun suddenly roared, “Break it for me!”

At this moment, the aura around him soared once again as he broke free of Alex’s mental shackles forcefully.
Not only that, his spiritual powers continued to skyrocket.

A few seconds later, his entire body seemed to have become an unsheathed sword, with a sky high murderous
intent and menace.

“Hahaha! Hahaha!” Shaun looked up towards the sky and laughed loudly. His voice echoed across the valley
like rolling thunders.

He looked at Alex, his voice suddenly calm as he said, “Brat, thank you! My Firmament Ice Blade Aura has
been stuck in a bottleneck for the past three years, and it was difficult to move an inch. I didn’t expect that
your mental coreion has managed to forcefully help me to achieve a breakthrough today! Now, I am one step
closer to surpassing Grandmaster, into the realm of Innate Martial Honor!”

As Shaun said this, he flipped his hands, pulling out a long, black sword.

Alex’s eyes flashed. ‘A spiritual tool?’

Never did he expect that Shaun would also have a spiritual too! hidden in his mind palace.

It looked like this person wasn’t a pure martial artist, but had also touched the threshold of being a cultivator.
He had entered the path of a cultivator through his martial arts and had cultivated essence in his body.
Otherwise, he wouldn’t have been able to store a spiritual tool in his mind palace!

Shaun looked at the black sword in his hands, his eyes looked like a man looking at a stunning beauty.

“Firmament Ice Blade!”

“Today, we finally met!”

“Brat, in order to thank you, I will use my Firmament Ice Blade to cut down your head, and offer your blood
as sacrifice to my blade!” Shaun sneered.

Then, he made a grab in the mid-air, grabbing Soraya away who was standing in front of him. Immediately
afterwards, he slashed at Alex with his sword.

The swing of the blade seemed otherworldly as light burst forth from the blade, like millions of stars pouring
out in torrents.

A myriad of blade aura condensed into a single point. The dazzling light from the blade made people unable
to open their eyes.

Alex stood there without moving a single inch, as though he had been frightened out of his mind.

Anna and Cheryl shouted at the same time, “Watch out!”

However, they could only see Alex’s back, and not his eyes.

At this moment, the look in his eyes was calm, like that of an old monk who had entered extreme
concentration. It wasn’t until the blade’s light had reached the front of him that he suddenly raised his hand
and made a flick. Everyone heard a crisp sound of the sword. Immediately afterwards, a broken sword was
plunged deep into the ground.

As for the Firmament Ice Blade in Shaun’s hand, only half of it was left. The Firmament Ice Bade had been
forcibly broken by Alex’s Sword of the Universe.

However, because of Alex’s extremely fast speed and the Dragon Bone Sword was translucent, everyone else
wouldn’t see clearly what had happened at all.

“It… It’s broken?!”

Shaun was utterly dumbfounded and unable to accept what had happened.

Moreover, a burst of crippling pain shot through all the organs in his body, and he felt like throwing up all of
a sudden.

In the next instant, he grabbed Soraya and retreated in a frantic state. He had been beaten to the point he was
afraid.

To his surprise, the first time he used the Firmament Ice Blade, it wasn’t even able to complete its quest
before it died, and was broken in half immediately. The important point here was that till now he wasn’t able
to figure out how the sword had been broken. However, he may die if he were to stay there, so he had to run
away quickly!

Alex stood still, motionless. He didn’t give a chase either.

It wasn’t until Shaun was far away that his body suddenly trembled, with a line of blood flowing down from
the corner of his mouth!

